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Key words
practitioner / genre / 

style 

/ characterisation / 

chorus / dynamic / 

exploration 

/ technique 

/ intensity / tempo / 

purpose / motif 

/ unison / canon / 

movement memory / 

precision / isolation / 

mirroring / phrase / 

gesture / rhythm 

/ speed / direction / 

travelling / theme / 

timing / instrumental 

/ level / direction / 

stillness / elevation / 

facial expressions / 

body language / 

proxemics / staging 

/ stimulus / 

practitioner / vocal 

skill / pitch / pace 

/ pause / volume / 

projection / genre / 

style / atmosphere / 

blocking / 

characterisation / 

chorus / dynamic 

/ dialogue / emphasis

Notes from the Mark Scheme
You are being marked on your ability to - Understand how to respond to a brief. Select and develop skills and techniques in response to a brief. Apply skills and techniques in a 

workshop performance in response to a brief. Evaluate the development process and outcome in response to a brief

To reach the highest grades you need to – Demonstrates effective exploration of ideas and use of influences in response to the brief. Makes secure connections between the 

selected skills and techniques and the brief. Fluent and balanced evaluation of the group development process and outcome, with comprehensive links to the brief.

Thinking Questions
• Do I know what the 

teacher wants me to 

do?

• Do I know how to get 

the best marks 

possible?

• How do I find more 

information?

• Have I communicated 

everything I wanted 

to?

• Does everyone know 

what I mean?

• Have I included as 

many key terms in 

my writing as 

possible?

• Can I do more 

research on my own?

• How can I extend my 

work?

Key information about the topic
This half term will be looking at how we devise work to meet the needs of a brief. Your 

'EXAM' this year is based on creating performance work that meets certain set 

requirements such as a theme, an audience and a purpose. All the exam elements focus on 

your ability to create work that meets the aims and needs laid out in the brief and so you 

need to know how to read these, break down key elements, and then develop work that 

keeps these aims and needs at the forefront.

Evidence required
You will need to make 

notes, take videos, 

complete homeworks, 

write essay answers.

Brief examples
You have been commissioned by a national charity that supports disadvantaged children and young 

people. You have been asked to contribute, as performers, to a new fundraising campaign. This campaign 

will include performance work that will explore ways to improve the lives of disadvantaged children and 

young people across the country. The charity has set the stimulus for the performance as: ‘Blank canvas’

You have been commissioned by your local Primary Care Trust (PCT) to contribute to a new performing arts 

health education project. This project aims to explore health education messages to improve the health 

and well-being of people living in your area. They have set the stimulus for the performance as: ‘Too good 
to be true’

You have been asked by your local council to contribute to the opening of the new Community Centre. As 

this is a new centre they have set the stimulus for the performance as: ‘Time changes everything.’
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HOMEWORK

TASK 1

What is devising? - You must write a 

short 500 word essay to answer this 

question. Please use examples to 

support your points and discuss skills 

you must use. I would like to see a clear 

explanation and discussion on what 

needs to happen in rehearsal time in 

order to create a good devised 

performance.

EXTRA WORK
If you want extra work to push yourself further -

Look at the 3 exemplar briefs on the 

front of the knowledge organiser. 

Create a series of ‘ideas boards’ or 
spider diagrams which explore 

possible performances that you 

could create and how they link to 

the set briefs. Be clear about how 

EVERY element would link to the 

topic, theme, or company. 

TASK 3

Draw and annotate a costume design for your 

current performance. You must ensure that 

the drawing is in full colour, detailed and 

realistic. Your annotations must explain what 

the item of clothing is, its condition and why 

you have chosen it. Make sure that you make 

reference to how this costume links to the 

brief (do this in a different colour to make it 

clear).

TASK 4

Write a 500 word evaluation of your progress 

throughout this project. What particular skills 

have you made improvement on? What do 

you know now that you did not before? What 

have you still got to work on? Be fair to 

yourself and set targets to improve on next 

assessment. You MUST analyse and give 

examples for each point you make. This should 

be a minimum of 1 side of A4 and you should 

spend at least an hour on it. 

TASK 2

Create either a 500 word essay, or a 3 

minute vlog which answers the following 

questions – How did you choose the 

practitioner for your piece? What 

techniques of theirs do you use and 

why? How did this practitioner help you 

in the rehearsal / devising process? How 

do they or their techniques help you to 

meet the needs of the brief? 

TASK 5

The teacher will set another task 

here that is individual to you and 

your needs based on your work this 

half term.


